
The Creature from the Green Legume 

Gary Crawford: [00:00:00] Once again we're out here at the Agriculture Department's farmer's 

market in Washington D.C. in the Veg-U-cation Tent with the chief Veg-U-cator Kayla Johnson. 
And Kayla, you say you have a song to introduce you're a featured vegetable today so go right 

ahead. One, two, three. Good openings   

Kayla Johnson: [00:00:17] Green bean. 

Gary Crawford: [00:00:18] What. That's it. Not much body to it. 

Kayla Johnson: [00:00:21] Green bean.  

Gary Crawford: [00:00:23] Well the song has philosophy galore. Doesn't it. 

Kayla Johnson: [00:00:26] Green Beans.  

Gary Crawford: [00:00:28] So I guess we are discussing. 

Kayla Johnson: [00:00:32] Green Beans. 

Gary Crawford: [00:00:33] Right. But, you say green beans are mysterious and contradictory. 

First they suspiciously operate using many different aliases don't they.  

Kayla Johnson: [00:00:42] String Beans. Snap beans. Bush beans. Pole beans. French Beans. 

Gary Crawford: [00:00:48] Cool beans but most of the time we call them green beans.  

Kayla Johnson: [00:00:51] But are not all green beans are green.  

Gary Crawford: [00:00:54] Oh yes some of them do travel under green colors but. 

Kayla Johnson: [00:00:57] They also come in yellow, purple, gold, red. Many colors. 

Gary Crawford: [00:01:02] Many disguises. Now some people call them string beans Kayla says 

even that is not accurate today.  

Kayla Johnson: [00:01:08] When green beans were first cultivated they had a string on the pod and 

people used to have to remove this string before eating the bean.  

Kayla Johnson: [00:01:21] Today we no longer have that problem because they have been 

modified to not have that string in the center. Which wasn't edible you didn't want the string. 

Gary Crawford: [00:01:30] They were just stringing us along. They now Kayla you have a card it 

says how to buy green beans says we want firm pods. Who doesn't. With bright unblemished colors. 

But how do you tell the ones you don't want to buy.  

Kayla Johnson: [00:01:40] They'll be pretty wilted, flabby, lumpy. They might have some 

blemishes on them.  



 

Gary Crawford: [00:01:46] You're describing me there. All right back to green bean intrigue 

relocated its secret dossier. No birth certificate on file in there but Kayla you did find something 

right?  

 

Kayla Johnson: [00:01:56] Green beans are native to North Central and South America.  

 

Gary Crawford: [00:02:00] All of us see very big but we did find one prominent name associated 

with this beans.  

 

Gary Crawford: [00:02:08] Christopher Columbus on one of his four voyages to the New World 

took green beans back with him to the old world bringing them in without any customs paperwork.  

 

Gary Crawford: [00:02:15] You know it what happens?  

 

Kayla Johnson: [00:02:16] Over time the green bean has been cultivated worldwide.  

 

Gary Crawford: [00:02:20] See spread like a plague now Kayla now spills the beans about a fake 

news story that Columbus gets fired for bean smuggling.  

 

Kayla Johnson: [00:02:26] And now they just call him a has "bean".  

 

Gary Crawford: [00:02:30] Oh ok Kayla. Now you're making and serving folks today some 

roasted green beans here.  

 

Kayla Johnson: [00:02:34] We're going to be giving them a drizzle in olive oil, balsamic vinegar 

salt and pepper and garlic put in the oven for about 10 to 15 minutes. And you have good crispy 

flavored beans.  

 

Gary Crawford: [00:02:46] Now for some other great green bean ideas. Go online to what's 

cooking. USDA and watch for the fake movie hit, The Creature from the Green Legume. 

 

Gary Crawford: [00:02:54]. Gary Crawford for the U.S. Department of Agriculture Washington.  

 


